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A Lange for Life, co only known as the Bullock Report, was published

in England in 1975.1 The product of two years' work by a government-appointed

-committee of inquiry, the report contains more than 600 pages of narrative,, tables,

and 'recommendations. Its'very size overwheimed many of ;'the British educators to
5

whonit was particularly directed. As one frustrated reviewer remarked, "In common

with, I suspect,' most of the country's 350,000 qualified teachers, I have not read

the bullock ort.y
2

Despite its size, teachers in England are at least aware of the'report and

familiar with some of its principal recommendations. Such is not the casein this

country. When returned to Minnesota in July,1976, after a three-month stay

in England, I was surprised to discover that the report was not available, even in

our sizable university library. This struck me as strange and unfortunate, because

the report has some important things to say, not only-to the British people,,but,

to American educators and parents as well!' In this paper I would like to °provide

an overview of the repoit and discuss a few ofthe more important features that

haVeimplications for language arts teaching in this country. You might subtitle

this paper; if you like, "What you always wanted to know-about the Bupock Report,

but didn't realize it."
1,

The Bullock Committee was not the first education committeeofits.kind to

be.appointed. The British.hav'e away of, commissioning such groups, headed by

titled persons, whose name becomes associated with the published report. An earlier

education committee under Lady Plowden'had issued the famouOlowden Report, which.

endorsed infordal teaching methods in the schools.3 And just a few years ago,

7'anqther committee under Lord James issued a report which recommended a wholesale'1. , .

trevision'of teacher education and training in. . gland and4ales.4 Sir Alan BIllock

was vice-chancellor'(roughly, president) of Ox ord University when ,he was asked by

,MrS.. Margaret Thatcher, then Secretary of State, for Education'and Science, to head

the .committee that came toliave his name. This was in 1972.
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Since the Committee was established shortly after the publication of a

.report on:declining reading standards; many people assumed that the Committee's
440

. -4*
charge we 'limited to this area. Actually, the charge was.much broader. Spe-

cifically, the Committee was asked:

"To consider in relation to schools:

(a) all aspects of teaching the use of English, including reading,.
writing, and speech;

. (b) low present practice might be improved and the role that initial
in-service. training might play;

(c) to.what extent arrangements for monitoring the general level
of attainment in these skills can beiintroduced or improved;
and to make recommendations."(p.xxxi)

The Committee'interpretedthis charge to mean "language-in education...from the

growth bf language and reading ability in young children to the teaching of English,

in the secondary school." (p.xxxi) Included was adult illiteracy--the proaUCt,

O

presumably, of educational failure--hut not children in special schdols (e.., those

Pfor the mentally retarded) .and not programs for students beyond thp school-leaving
,

age of sixteen.

. ,

,,.Membef'ship on the Committee, beside,Sir Alan, consisted of seven professors

and lecturers from colleges and universities, six he'admasters and headmistresses

.4(or "heads;"as
$
\they are called), thiee administrators frot local education authori7(-'

ties, a publisher,'an editor of a magazine, the chairman of the Schools Council

(a somewhat prestigious national organization repfesenting the schools), 4nd,a.

secretary and his assistant: a total of fifteen men iindseven women. Eiceit'fdr,

the heads, who often have limited tlachingiresponsibilities, there.Vas,not'a single

classroom teaCheron committee. 'Another case, it appears, where/the insights

of the classroalliTractitioner have been.impliCitly
2

-The Comtittee collbOd a mass of oral andmr

,
and organizations, conductedelarge-scaie surrey,

undervalued.:

itten evidence froM individdils,

of language-arts teaching practices

in English Schools, visited some colleges of edUca
1 -

tion, and reading/langu4ge centers

a

.4

,
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plus 100
C

schools, and even interviewed and made'visitations in other EngliSh-speaking
countries, including the United States,

The Committee wanted their report to be read and considered as a whole. '"The

design of the Report is intended to reflect the organic relationship between the

various aspects of English, and to emphasize, the need for continuity in their

development throughout school life."6 Despite the problems inherent in'trying

to deal with language arts as a. whole and yet focus in on specific aspects of it--
, -

reading, writing, oral language, etc.--the Committee made some good compromises /

and succeeded in prgducing a coherent, useful document. The report is organized/

4in ten parts and twenty-six chapters. It includes chapters on public attitddes towards

English, the state of reading standards, and the national monitoring of reading

and writing progress. There is a section on pre-school language development,

followed by three chapters on the development of reading competence in children.

There are chapters on literature, 'oral language and drama, writing, andf,language

study including handwriting.and spelling. The report deals with the organization

of primary, middle and secondary schools as they affect language arts teaching,

and continuity between schools: There are four, chapte's on reading and language

difficulties, including a chapter on adult illiteracy and one on children from

families of overseas' origin:, Following a section on resources--books, technologiCal
1

-aids, etc.;-thete are Chapters on pre-service and in- service education of teachers,
. .

the eocomplete survey results", and 333 conclusions and recommendations:

Some chapters of the teporfrelate exclusively to English conditions or practices--

e.g., discuision on,shortages of qualifiea teachers, 1.ie examination system,

A

etc.--ale these need not concern usAere. Of therest, let mie

features that I think are particularly noteworthy for us Americans.

1.e.a. advisors,

focus in on some

Like the English, iye-are preoccupied these"days with standards in reading

and We are convincea-thatthere has bees a sizeable decline in abilities
.

over the-past twenty years., and so we'have created.and nourished a powerful, unruly, 7 .
-.........

ti4
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back-to-the-basics movement, The Bullock Report examines a similar'phenomenon

in England, notes that public outcries about declining standards have been voiced
4

for decades, and Concludes: "Ix is ext4melY difficult to Say whether or not'
f

standards of written and spoken English have fallen.. There is no convincing evi-

dence available, and most opinions'depend
very largely Upon subjective impressions. "?

The Committee' goes onto say, nevertheless, in a stat4eAt that I regard as both

reasonable and politically sagagious, that the standards of school leavers--roughly,

.`
.(our high school graduates--are

not satisfying'present-day reqUirements; that the

changing pattern of employment, as 'well, as demands in higher education, are
La

, "making more widespread demands on reading and writing skills and therefore

n8exposing defieincies that have escaped attention in the past. However success-
.

-__----
ful'Or'unsuccesgfill we have been, in the past,'the Bullock Report notes, we must-. ,.

- continue to: improve liteiacy.standards if we expect adult men and women to assume

satisfactorily the responsibilities that a'modern demoCracy demands of them.

In the chapter on monitoring reading and writing standards, the report shows

how existing methods are inad

accurate nor comparable across'y

(using a large item pool) and

to to the .task, providing data that are neither

rs. It p poses a new method-Of preparing tests

dininister gthem (using sampling techniques). The

method would not only be ore effic that it would disturb a minimum number

of schools, d also ovide an accurate picture of how the nation's chil-
,

. -dren were performinig/from year t6 year. -f was particularly pieased with the

Committee's recommendations on the assessment Of.writing:IIVe believe that there is

not substitute for specimens of children's actual writing as material for assess-
,

.

ing standards...the 'assessment should involve the generation of continuous language,
4

not merely a responwto it. 119 Writing samples would be assessed holistically

.,

. _
-

as.well as by particle meth4, and unidentified examples frbm previous years

mould be included to insure consistency and accurate.detection of change from
,

.$
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year to year. I

The two chapters on early language'development provide an excellent starting

point for considering

chapters thework

how school language programs should be structured. The
4

of James Britton, a nember of the Committee and one of the

most influential present-day theorists on language development.andeducation.

I won't review much of this section here since you can find a more.comi4ehdnsive
A

exposition of Britton's.ideas in his .book, Language land Learning. 10 The two chap-

ters set the scene for much that follows, not only because they, deal:with initial

language acquisition but because the process through ich this phenomenon takes

place serves, for the Committee, as a model of sorts f r later language development

programs. Let me explain this further,. The 'child init ally.learnssto speak in

a context of familial support. Its inchoate gurglings e enkouraged and itslater 1

attempts at language- -often faulty, With words missing; agreement wrong, etc.--are

corrected and expanded in the parent's response. Thus child useuses language to

fulfill some.purposeJequest something, understand someting,leven validate its

status as a loved individual- -and the parentinot only ac owledges and continues

the communication but also intervenes to improve, the chili, language use.

Natural development;, appropriate intervention.' These two gharacteristics comprise

the twin 'supports around which the -Bullock Report's language iirogram is b41t.

They are put forward in the chapt rs on oral language, literature,_reading, writing,

as well-as those on sc ool organi ation.

Let me show how ey operate in the chapter on-writilig. This chapter places

great stress Qa the,importance of a classroom environment which, like the home,
M1-

ovides a cliniate of trust and a shared conte;ct in which, to use language. The

pter goes onto identify intention and audience as inherent conditions of a

wry

wri

ing,situation which affect, even determine, the quality and form of _a student's

If students feel comfortable in the Classroom and willing to share their .

ry

-"
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,..ewriting with others,if they have,a variety of alidiences4besidestheir teacher, .

,

V,.

.: ..

and if they have -the Opportimity and motivation to write fora number of purposes,,

a
then they have a rich environMent inN.

,`."

4?

writingto develop their.iting abilities..
N / .

kr.

The teacher's responsibilitiesare first of all to build such an environment, and

then to,intervene directly in a'number of ways: to point'out patterns of errors
A

or weaknesses, to preS-Eiii;e appropriate exercises, to provide technical advice for

correcting or revising papers, to.chart new directions. in which Students should be

developing and select assignments accordingly, to assess general progress and give -

students this information, etc. In short, the repoit calls for a sensitive balance

between laissez faire methods and directive fiaching approaches.

Let me turn now to the survey that the Bullock Committee conducted on school ,

organization and teaching practices in English Schools. Bas6d on a questionnaire

sent out to 1415 primary-and 392 secondary schools_in__England.,:_the-sUrvey

ii ti
some interesting data fot- erican educators interested in making comparisons, The

survey questionnaire had. two -Parts, the first designedto obt4n data on ,the organ;

ization and resources

obtain inforkation on

of the schools for teaching language arts, the second to

the English-'related activities of 6-,9:,12- and 14- year -old

student's during a typical week. Teachers of such_students in designated schools

were asked to complete the'queStionnaire on the activities of the boy or girl whose

name appeared first alphabetically onthe tlass roster and who was preseht during

the entire week of January 22, 1973. A check on. the questionnaires returned, over

85% of the schools surveyed, showed that they represented ari unbiakd sample of

English schools in terms of-organizationancl.,geographic distribution. :There was

a statistically higher percentage*:Of boys in the secondary sample than in-the

country as a whole, but this bias was deemed not to have a significant effect on

thb results. Over half of the' secondary schools surveyed,were modern or grammar
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schools, reflecting a split between colleg-bound and non college -bound students.

This situation no longer prevails today in England, which
,

towards comprehensive secOndary
'

education.

A few quick statistics from the survey:

Class size in Efigland 'seems to be slightly higher than here for primary

is moving rapidly

youngsters: over 60% of them are in classes of more than 30 pupils.11 TWelve

and 14 year olds, on the:othkr hand, had average English class sizes of 28 ande

26 respectively, which seems similar'to ours.12 ,

Most secondary students had four to six English,classes a week of approxi-

mately 40 minutes, ;though 12-year-old remedial_ students spent almost an hour
.

more per week in English classes: 13

As 'far ashomework'is concerned, 42% of.12 year olds and 82% of 14 year olds

, 4had less than an hour
,

per week,
.

and only #bout half ot the-college-bound 14 year
.

14
,

'
-

olds had more than an hour. -,-,This may be s rprising to many Americans, who
.

believe that English secondary schools are ar more demanding academically

than ours.
. .

thereis an interesting table on the qualifications of teachers and the
.

kinds of;seCondary Otuaents, grouped according to reading ability, that they

.

\

are teaching. The table shows clearly that teachers with .igher.qualifications,
..- ..;--,

I

,

meaning dggrees or honor8'degrees-in English, are more likel to teach 14 year-, olds

than 12year.olds, and students of aboveeerage ability than those'below. Thus,-.

only % of 12 year old.andlao 14:-year-old remedial students were taught by
.

,

teache s with'degrees in English; 16 fact, approximately 44% of both remedial
. .

grOups 'ere taught, by teachers with no English qualifications whatsoever.
15 ..

r

There ap ears-to'be systematic assigning of the brighest students to teachers
., .

.

with the highest academic qualificatibils: Some elements of Status would spent,

to be inv lved here:

\I

4



Turning for a moment'to statistics on six t nine year olds, we find thatv
there is More delibeiate attention to so- called basic skills than we might infer

. /from publicity about English open or informal schools. 60% of six year olds-,

and 87% of nine year (Ads spent some clash time each week on spell' g; 85%

-and 76% spent class time on handwriting; and 49% and.83% spent time on language

usage (grammar, punctuation, and the.like).16 In the reading area,,96% of the

six year olds and 71% of the nine year olds 'vent-soma time with readers and

phonics practice, and '78% and 88% of the two groups spent class time on

comprehension and vocabulary exercises.17 These activities we're distinct from

4- individual reading, personal and creative writing, and poetry and verse, which
,

activities occured in a very high percentage of classrooms. Even in informal or

open classrooms--and I should pdint out that a majority of English primary

schoOls are snot of this kindstudents often worked on language exercises from

special assignment cards.

Let us now look at how secondary students spent a typical week in English
1. _ .

classes. The.questionnalrei'iought information' about a variety of activities
4rr

under the categories of oral English, writing, language study, and readin
1

As the enclosedtable shows. (p.12), 12 year olds spent. approximately 3:.6 minutes

''.

....

a'Areek on oral language activities.(including drama and discussion/of various
F)

kinds) '61.2 minutes n uTiting,,52.4minutes on language stpdy (inCluding spelling,
.

reading.and literature.

43.6 minutes on'oral

5'

vocabPlary,-snd cohmehensionwork), and-53.5.minutes on,

,

Fourteen. year olds, with slightly less class time, /Spent.

English,' 57.3" minutes .on writing,

on reading land literature. There

42.5"minutes on,langua4e; and 59,1 minutes

ere'not great differences between the two

groups, though differences become considerable when. figures are separated out.
..,,----,

,
,

for remedial groups and for 14-year-old college-1)66;1d (or ekam) groups. In generale,.

remedial groups. spent far mote time on language study, much of it devoted to

vocabulary, punctuation, and comprehension,exerciSes.

10

3
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o When-the laiger categoriesare broken down, we find some interesting data

Ct

that 5uggest that English classes are not operating' in 'a way that the'Bullock. t
-

,deftittee would endorsIe. In oral English, for instance, about four times asi
,

much time .teas ipent in whole-class discussion as in group Ascussionjthe ':

COmmittee would probably prefer the rev,erse ratio). And Although 12 ).rei,n-olds
ao.so

_-averaged about llininutes a. week in improvised drama 6-io.grand.amount)4.14

. .year bids averaged fewer than 4 minutes'a,week in this activity. Clearly

the Comi'd
.

s ideas about, the importance of student talk were not being

- .effect7in the classroom. A similar pattern caq be -gen in the language

area, where students spentfully half of the time on exercises isolated froM

th6 reading and writing they'were doing. As mentioned above, conditions were 6/en

more'extreme for remedial students, who had an extra hour each week devcited to

language drill. The whole situation is in contrast to the integrated, navral. .9

."approach to teaching.skilfs'which
the.dammittee advocate. In thelffriting area,

-44. I.
. ,, .

conditions were somewhat batter,, with students having the opportunity to write,
. .

in variety of forms, including verse, letters, and pieces on personal experiende

as well as expository and argumentat ve forms. In the reading category, most

students spent their time reading whit the report refers to as "stimulating"

material--i.e., material not written explicitly for skill development -- however,,

remedial students spent nearly half their reading time on topic work or skill
.

-thrvelopient. overall, teachers in 'England are not muCh'differewt from us--

dare I say, no more enlightened than us-7in their attempts to improve language

skills throughwork.;hdet-type activities,
.4. t ,

Finally, let me- turn toawarea in which I feel .the Committee has made a
. _ --, .

..._ .

major contribution
-'

to'e d ca ion, par icu i rl y se \n a ry education. I n- a sh ort
. ,

but significant. chapter entitled, "Language across he' Curriculum," the
-

notably;notabl)q Once again, James _pritton- hasize the role, that
o

4language plays in-students .understanding,of-ali subjec not just the language arts.
:** t,

t

.

\
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While the primary teacher can and often does integrate language learning with

other subjects,- many secondary, teache6dp p01, iugreover, they do not even.

recognize the important bearing that language has on their subject. As.the,.

report notes: t

. In,generaD, a curriculum sOject, philosophically speaking, is a
distinctive mode of analysis. While many teachers.recognize that
their aim is to initiate a student in a partiCular mode of analysis,
they rarely recognize the lingUistic implications of doing so. They

do not recognize, in short, that the mental processes they seek to
foster are the outcomes of a development that originates in speech. (p.

This failure is most appacent in schools''neglect of student talk as' an'important

means of learning; but it can also be seen in the fact°that most teaohers-do not

use perional, expressive writing as a means for studentstofind their %lay into

,
suhjecc The chapter reomphdsizes the impbrtance of discussion,, particularly .

-
discussion in whichstudents come,-together in small groups to 'grapplewith the :

subject matter. Instead of purely directive metleds, the 'Chapter calls for

student-teacher collaboliation or mutuality in their investigation of .ideas and

experiences. In their, recommendations:, the Committee call for every, secondary
.. . .

.
school-to develop a policy for language across tne'curriculum so that-all SUbject

teachers will come to understand "the -liriguistic -Processes-by whieli their pup>
,...

acquire information.and understanding, and the implications .for the'tea.cheihs :...

. . ,

.
s.

.

own use of language . . . the reading deiands'oftheir oun subjects, and,ways tag

.

. . 44
pupils can be helped'to meet.them."18 These recommendation are-describedin

greater detail inyriting and Learning across .the CurriCului a Schools Council
A ,

,

Proj.ect based on some theories of James Britton develoted during an earlier project.

By virtue'of their training andsexperience, Engiish.teadirsin this CoUntry.as slip,
. . .

. well as in Britaimarein a good position to help their schools deSign:and
. ,

.,,,. -
.

sl.
';implement sensible programs of language across the curricu lum.
..

Let miliclose by saying that the-Bullock Report4rovides some thoughtful'
.,, .,

idea'on how English language programs .sliould be organized'and conduCtedailS d'-
. 3- ..

some excellent suggestions -on the directions our English teaching profession

.... .
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should, move in over the next few years. It is up to us to examine these carefully

and to begin to implement the ones we find are sound, and not wait for ten years.
0

for another iullOck Report to be produced.

c

.4

t,

N-
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ACTIVITY

.ENGLISH ACTIVITIES OF 12 AND 14 YEAR OLDS

(minutes per week)

Remedial Remedial, Non-exam, Exam'
A11 -12 A11,14 12 year 14 year 14 -year ,14 year

year olds year olds olds:- , olds olds

`Oral-English
lit**

......
Debates, lecturettes,

. Mock interviews i . 3.0 3K.7 1.1 2.0
Class discussion

(teacher chosen topics)11.1 15:1- , '7.7 13.3 /
-Class discussion . ._

.

(pwil:choSen,topics). 2.6 2.4 6.4 :" . 4.8'
Group discussion(teacher
chosen topics) 2:2 2.9 2.4 2:3'

Group ,discussion(pupil
. .

Chosen topics) .. .., 1,1 1.5 1.4 . 1.7
Improvised drama 11.2 3.4 9.5 4.2
Drama.fram printed text 4.1 8.9 0.8 2.3
Listening to bioadcast,

lehl tape, record 3.3. 5.7 '9,2' 13.6
- .-

0 a S a g

,
.

Briti%
.

Stories and plays 13.8 9.8 , 14.0 7.6,
Personal experience 9.3 '8.6 9.6 5.4
Verse 4.8 2:6

. 2.2 1.7
-Argument and exposition .5.0 7.4. 4.6 4.5 ,

Description 6.0 6.5' 6.0 .,
Letters - - -2.2 -:3.1 , 2.4

.5.1

.7.1_ I.

Reproductild- _ 11.6 *13:1'" 20.2 15.6
Copying printed material 3.7 , 2.9 '8.4 8'.2
,Written corrections 4.8 -> 3.3 8.1 4.0

Total Writing ,-=. 61.2 57.3 75.5 59.2

. .

Taken froin pp.-1,442-43 of_ A anguage for Life, H.M.S.O.., London. (1975)
0

.

.

2.4 3.9

17.7 "14.9-

3.8 2.1

4:8 2.7

'''i.0 1.4
4.8 s4 , 3.3
3.9 49.9

-

8:4 . * 4-.9

..

to.4 . 9.8-.

12.1 8 .3

1.7 2.8'
6.3 7,7

' 6.6 6.5
3.6 2.8

15.6 12.6,

'7.3' 2.1,,

;-4:9 3.1

68.5 55,7



. ENGLISH ACTIVITIES OF 12 AND 14 YEARCI.,DS.(gunt.)

(minutes per week)

L--

.

.

." -Remedial )lemedial "Nop-exam. E am.
All 12 All 14 12 year ;14 year 14year4- 14 earACTIVITY 'year olds_ year olds olds : ol.ds olds, olds .,,,, ,.,

Language Study
Grammar exercises
Instruction on errors in
own work ,

/
Punctuation exercises
Punctuation instructions

from written errors

Vocabulary.exeidtses
Vocabulary study from

written work
Vocabulary study from

literature

Comprehension exercises
,'Comprehension work from

disco lion
.

Spellingtpractice from
lists

Spelling ptactice by
aictation.

Spelling practice from
written work

Spelling tests
.

,
.

5.9 2.4' 7.0 2.0'
. -

6.7- 4.7 10.2 : 4.0
-3.1 . 2.0 3.4 ,2.5

,
, I

-..

3.3 2.4 2.4 2.0
4.2 3.7 9.5 7.1

.3.0 2.3 4.8 2.3 .

,

3.7- 3.3 /2:9 1.7 4

9.0 9.7 f16'.3 11.0

6:3 7.6 :3.6 5.4
.

, 1.4 .5 :' -4.1 1:7
.

.5 ' .6' .1.1 , 2.3

.

2.3 1'.4_ 4.8 3.4
2.1 1:2- ':'"'-4 3.8 2.5.'

1%7 ' 2.5

t 3.9 4.'
., z,.4 1.9,

2.1 2.5
3.9 3.5

2.2
.

2.4

2.2 , 3.5
8.3 9.8

.

6.4 *7.8 ,

1.3 ...4

.

, ....

1.3 .3

1.4 1.3
2.2 , 1.0 L.,.

.

Lipgustics-baied .

y - -

language study .9 .7 2.8 . .3 .3 :8
..., y

-,.- _
. .

.total Language Study 452.4 -42.5 767
. -

Reading
*

Private Reading .14.2 14.2
'Private Reading-Group ,

discussian .-s ,' .9 1.f
Private Reading-clats
"discussion 2.6' 2:9
ClissReaing-Group .

s, discussidn - 4.0 4.0
Class. Reading-Class
,discussion

, . 13.8 .13.9

r. ot Reading

Prixate Reading, of' _

5.2

20ottr-
.G14.5,:lleaditig be

-=',ROdig"Icii-t0010
- project '' -' 4.5 4,48i

.., 'dinit-for,skiilt;, 66: ,
3.13

533- 50:1

4.5

.9

7.6k

244

48.,2 39.6 42.5

12.2

.3 '

.5

6,3

12.3 . 14.6_
1,

.5

2:0 3.6

3.5 4.1:

11.3 14:a

6. .1
"y-

=
'2.3 f- :2-r1

6.8 .
15.6 7.0

4&:3 48.8

4.2
42:

50:7
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